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A library is what we make it
Freya Elmer

A free public library is a revolutionary notion, and when people don’t have
free access to books, then communities are like radios without batteries. You
cut people off from essential sources of information—mythical, practical,
linguistic, political—and you break them. You render them helpless in the face
of political oppression.
Anne Lamott

Within capitalist culture, there is
constant pressure to be productive,
which means public spaces are often
occupied in a transitory and consumptive
manner. Libraries, as one of the few public
places where you do not need to spend
money or justify your presence, can
become an alternative subversive space.
With comfortable chairs and free access
to books, audio media, Wi-Fi and other
technologies, libraries stand in stark
contrast to the invasive exchange
of capital that takes place outside
their doors.

Interior of Samoa House Library. Image courtesy of
Kathryn Aucamp, Samoa House Library.
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Aotearoa’s libraries are no longer just
about books. Rooted in a kaupapa that
aims to create equal access to knowledge,
they have become a truly unique commons.
They are places where we can prioritise
community support and personal
relationships over an efficiency-obsessed
exploitation of time. These qualities have
seen our library-commons grow in response
to societal needs; they have become
community hubs and act as incubator
spaces for social reform.
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As communities’ needs change and evolve,
the role of the library-commons evolves
along with it. Programming that invites
co-creation with communities, such as
artists disrupting the library space to hold
poetry evenings, or exhibitions that explore
and reflect communities’ experiences are
opening up the library-commons. These
events aim to engage audiences that
traditionally did not utilise libraries in
new ways. Some library-commons are
moving beyond the traditional library
model altogether to create bespoke spaces
in hard-to-reach communities; for example,
with the expansion of mobile libraries.

Shanti Niwas members visit the Auckland Libraries’
mobile library. Auckland Libraries Heritage
Collections SNCT-D-2014-006.

Within a society that is fundamentally
unequal, libraries can play a small part in
redistributing wealth and tackling issues
that perpetuate cycles of inequality. They
provide unique and essential services—such
as continuing education—and resources
to combat illiteracy. This is an issue that
affects those 40% of New Zealanders
who are operating below the literacy level
required for successful social interaction
in day-to-day life.
In opening the library-commons, Aotearoa
is following a global trend in developing
libraries as important civic spaces. By
looking at different examples of the
growth of these spaces, we can begin
to understand the potential that the
library-commons have to inspire and
transform our society.
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Hosting the homeless
Everyone deserves a space to feel welcome
and safe. Libraries are opening up to
create safe environments for marginalised
communities, such as our homeless whānau.
In our society homelessness is at a critical
point: Aotearoa has one of the highest rates
of rough sleepers among developed nations.1
Maintained by cycles of inequality and a
lack of affordable housing, people continue
to be forced onto the street and into unsafe
environments. This puts them at risk of
further discrimination and leads to loss
of access to public facilities and the many
services requiring proof of address, such
as healthcare.

2017 sign in the doorway of a Queen Street
business warning of sprinkler systems used to
deter homeless people in Auckland. Image courtesy
of RNZ / Eva Corlett.
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The difficulties facing our homeless
communities are further amplified by
Aotearoa’s public infrastructure, which is
not designed to account for their needs.
This is perhaps why, due to ease of
accessibility and because they are warm
and dry, many homeless people find solace
in libraries. Former rough sleepers based
in Auckland recall, “you know when I was
homeless, I had nowhere to go. I came here
[the Central Library], read a book, keep warm,
out of the wind”, or note that “you can just
talk to people, meet people”.2
Like other public spaces, libraries are
not traditionally designed to cater for
homeless people’s circumstances (for
example, proof of address is needed to get
a library card). But for many members of
our homeless whānau, libraries can function
as a comfortable space with access to key
amenities such as toilets, running water
and technology. However, this is not to
say that libraries can provide for all the
needs of rough sleepers to live safely and
with dignity—they can’t. But when libraries
engage with rough sleepers it creates
possibilities for the library-commons
to be a safe and welcoming space for
these communities.

Auckland Central City Library in the heart of
Auckland’s CBD. Image courtesy of Freya Elmer.

In 2015, Auckland Central City Library in
partnership with Auckland City Mission held
a hui with members of the rough-sleeping
community to see what services the library
could provide for them.3 This hui resulted
in collaborative public programmes such
as a Monday Movie Club and Wednesday
Book Club, both of which are still being
offered in 2019. Many of Auckland’s rough
sleepers who frequently come to Auckland
Central Library engage with these events.
One person who slept rough described how
the educational nature of events kept him
coming back, and another reflected that
these events allowed him to feel a sense
of community and respect.4
FR E YA EL M ER

One of the biggest changes that resulted
from this hui was librarian staff members
changing their perspectives. In public
libraries there can still be a tendency to
“other” rough sleepers and treat them as
“problem patrons”.5 Since the 2015 hui
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there has been more meaningful
engagement, with many rough sleepers
feeling more welcome and respected
within the space and librarians willing
to engage and listen to their needs.6
As this example demonstrates, libraries
create a commons that can welcome
people who are often discriminated against
in the majority of public spaces. In a society
that is not addressing issues of affordable
living, inequality and discrimination quick
enough, who knows what the future of
libraries will be. Perhaps they will be a
space that provides more than just safety:
a place that offers services that members
of the rough-sleeping community cannot
access elsewhere.

Not just books!
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In recent years, there has been a growth
in organisations that offer resources
other than books using the library model.
For example, tool libraries are communityrun spaces, which for a small fee allow
you to borrow tools and equipment
just as you would a book. Tool libraries
apply the conventional library model to
unconventional operations, creating a
commons that shares space, equipment
and knowledge. While these spaces have
been around internationally since the early
20th century, albeit with fluctuating levels
of interest and use, in the last ten years,
tool libraries in particular have seen
a resurgence.7
Opening its doors in April 2019, Auckland’s
Library of Tools (ALoT) is one of the most
recent additions to Aotearoa’s tool library
community. Based in the Auckland suburb
of Kingsland, at makerspace/hackerspace
and public workshop Hackland, members
of ALoT can hire equipment ranging from
jacksaws to ladders.8 Amanda Chapman,
ALoT co-founder, explains: “By pooling our
resources, we have access to material goods
and reduce net consumption, cost, and the
need to own and store tools … ALoT hopes to
create a community hub where people are
empowered to learn, share and create, and
perhaps even get to know their neighbours.”9

Launch party at Auckland Library of Tools. Image
courtesy of Auckland Library of Tools.

Tools and equipment for hire at ALoT. Image
courtesy of Auckland Library of Tools.
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Since opening, this space has taken off,
with a growing membership and an almost
constant addition of new donations.
The success and engagement of ALoT is
visible from the moment you step inside.
In collaboration with Hackland, ALoT runs
workshops and peer-to-peer learning; for
example, a recent tutorial taught members
how to thread an overlocker. In a society
with a DIY culture as strong as Aotearoa’s,
tool libraries become community hubs.
These spaces are empowering people to
share and create—an ethos that is absent
from Bunnings or Mitre 10, which prioritise
profit over community building and
self-sufficiency.
The promotion of environmental and
financial sustainability thus gives tool
libraries considerable potential as a
commons. Tools and equipment are usually
expensive and used only a handful of times,
after which they languish in garages. In
contrast, with the borrowing and lending
model, tool libraries allow affordable access
to specialised equipment. In a world where
consumerism is fast destroying the planet,
sharing effectively reduces consumption and
unnecessary waste. With examples such as
ALoT springing up all over Aotearoa, it raises
the question: How else can the model of
the library-commons be used to subvert
our capitalist social structure?

Hard-working staff with wheelbarrow for hire at
ALoT. Image courtesy of Auckland Library of Tools.

Reclaiming the library

FR E YA EL M ER

Throughout Aotearoa, arts and cultural
spaces are underfunded and undervalued.10
This is obvious in Auckland alone, with
closures of galleries, studio spaces and,
more recently, the University of Auckland’s
specialist libraries (UoA). In response to
the closure of the University’s Elam Fine
Arts Library, Rachel Ashby and Vanessa
Crofskey wrote: “The tremendous roar we
have heard in the crusade to save this space
has illustrated how vital and necessary
our specialist arts resources are. The Fine
Arts Library is a critical space for gathering,
thinking and sharing. It is a place to be
yourself and a place to be part of something
more.”11 In contrast, blaming budget cuts
and an increase in digital learning, UoA’s
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decision to close these libraries shows the
disconnect between the institution and the
needs of the communities they serve. Elam’s
Fine Arts Library was not only a resource for
students, but also a hub for the Auckland
arts community. With the upcoming closure
of this facility, that community will be
deprived not only of access to resources
found in few other spaces, but also of a
centre for creativity and artistic interaction.
As a form of generative protest, the
community directly affected by the closure
of Elam Fine Arts Library opened Samoa
House Library (SHL) on Karangahape Road.
SHL opened its doors in October 2018, with
a kaupapa to create a space that serves
as an alternative fine arts library and an
inclusive common space.12

Fine Arts Library 1987. Ref: 34113, University of
Auckland Sesquicentennial Collection, University of
Auckland Library.
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Libraries of institutions inherit pre-existing
histories, practices and prejudices, all
of which trickle down to influence the
structure and content of the library itself.
As a branch of the University of Auckland,
Elam Fine Arts Library was influenced by
western concepts of academia imbued with
colonialism, which enforced restrictions on
and utilisations of this space within the
budget and aims of UoA.
In contrast, as a community-run space,
SHL has created a flexible and evolving
platform. The space is open for education,
meetings and study, as well as hosting
workshops, screenings, lectures, peer-to-peer
learning and providing studios for artists.
SHL’s kaupapa provides an opportunity
for the community to generate their own
knowledge making and determine the way
the space best fits their community. This
is reflected in SHL’s cataloguing, which,
according to their website, doesn’t use the
standard Dewey Decimal System to organise
the collection, but instead organises by
donor, providing alternative methods to
research. This approach creates layers of
connection by linking younger generations
of artists and researchers to generations
before them. By de-institutionalising this
space, SHL has created a commons based
on the needs of their community. Salene
Schloffel-Armstrong explains, “put simply,
Samoa House Library can be described as an
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attempt to hold onto a piece of space.
It is an act of resistance, an action that
tries to open a new place for a community
to inhabit. This act is aiming to sustain
space for the young art community of
Auckland to act communally and build
a collection of resources.”13
The protest action of creating SHL has
succeeded in providing a space of hope for
the Auckland arts community. With support,
this space will continue to flourish as a
nurturing ground against the systemic lack
of funding for communal areas for the arts
community. It also reflects wider trends
of communities taking the creation of
commons into their own hands when
their needs are not provided for.

The spine of society?
Marae, malae, churches and town
squares, even beaches, markets and
parks: throughout history public spaces
have been crucial to forging connections
between people and the wider world.
Sharing space encourages the exchange of
cultures, knowledge and ideas, all of which
create social inclusion and strengthen
communities. Within a capitalist society,
which prioritises individualism and financial
growth over values of manaakitanga,
the retention of public spaces is vital for
community growth and inspiration.

Event at Samoa House Library. Image courtesy of
Kathryn Aucamp, Samoa House Library.

However, public spaces, including libraries,
do not welcome all people equally. The
traditional library model is built around
a white and privileged membership, its
content historically upholding ideas of
western superiority and colonisation. These
roots still influence the library-commons
today, visible through the retention of
the Dewey Decimal System—the most
common library cataloguing system, but
one that is inherently prejudiced—and the
long-standing privilege of Pākehā groups
within these spaces.14
FR E YA EL M ER

The inclusion of reflective and community
focused approaches have provided
opportunities to openly negotiate with
and attempt to subvert this legacy. By
engaging with communities, libraries
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have opened their space to reflect diverse
knowledge systems. The outcomes of
this are visible in the growth of public
programming that aims to cater to
nontraditional library communities,
such as our homeless or refugee whānau.
The physical library space itself is also
transforming, with new libraries such
as Tūranga—Christchurch’s new central
library—integrating mātauranga Māori
and mana whenua in the architectural
design of the space.
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Journalist Bill Moyers exclaims: “The
library is being reinvented in response
to the explosion of information and
knowledge, promiscuous budget cuts in
the name of austerity, new technology,
and changing needs. Who knows where the
emerging new commons will take us?”15
The transformation of the library-commons
has opened the possibility for these spaces
to create more change than ever before.
Contemporary libraries no longer need
to fit the traditional model of a “quiet”
space. They can be places that are fierce
and radical, that advocate and protect.
Ultimately, at their heart, libraries will
always remain a point of assembly, a place
where people have the right to congregate
around ideas. In any shape or form the act of
assembly itself is political: giving homeless
people a space; encouraging communities to
work in solidarity; sharing knowledge; forging
common place; allowing artists to come
together; and promoting people thinking and
doing together. That is why it is important
to keep library-commons open and running:
these are the spaces that give power to
the people.

Endnotes
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